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IT'S INCY WINCY TERM!
This term, we're working with musical activities 

and songs inspired by Kate Tom's book, Itsy 

Bitsy Spider. 

You can purchase the book online if you'd like a 

copy for home. 

You'll find links to video tutorials of some of the 

songs we're learning below.

VIDEO TUTORIALS
If you would like to be able to help your child 

play the tunes they're learning, I've created 

videos to help. Many of these are fine to learn 

by rote (memory).

INCY WINCY

This is the first tune in your child's Incy book. 

Watch & play along here. Incy Caught a Fly. 

Print it here. Try it with both hands separately.

ROBIN SAID TO WORM

This is the second song your child has in their

Incy book. Play along here: Robin & Worm 

Print it here. This is a LEFT hand piece. 

INCY WINCY SPIDER TUNE

The next tune in your child's book is the REAL 

Incy Wincy tune. Print it here. A RIGHT hand 

piece 

https://cristycoatesdotcom.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/incy-wincy-spider-chases-a-fly.pdf
https://cristycoatesdotcom.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/basic-fingers-robin-said-to-worm.pdf
https://cristycoatesdotcom.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/incy-wincy-spider-real-tune.pdf
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PRACTICE CHALLENGE
We're continuing our practice challenge this 

term, with every 10 minutes of practice earning 

ONE caterpillar piece. Once 6 caterpillar pieces 

are collected, students can collect a 

celebratory prize from my Special Box. 

WORM TO ROBIN

Play along here. 

Print here. This is a RIGHT hand piece. 

WIGGLY WORM

Play along here. 

Print it here. This is a piece for BOTH hands. 

SPIDER SONG

This is a rote learning piece. I explain more 

on the video over here, with further 

instruction here. This is a piece for BOTH 

hands. 

COMPOSITION
Over the next few weeks, we'll be creating 

tunes using the WHITE notes C, D and E. 

After playing Incy Wincy Musical Memory, we 

will make patterns using ta and ti-ti rhythm 

cards and play it with our Right Hand, then Left 

hand. Here's an example from 

Jethro: https://youtu.be/asmXqUFv3Uk 

https://cristycoatesdotcom.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/basic-fingers-what-the-worm-said-to-the-robin.pdf
https://cristycoatesdotcom.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/basic-fingers-worm.pdf
https://youtu.be/YGCPtaeoR5Q
https://youtu.be/asmXqUFv3Uk
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We made Incy Wincy bookmarks for our 
music books!


